Meet the better, faster, stronger Netezza from IBM

Upgrade with a single command and deploy on the cloud or on premises with 100% compatibility.
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Netezza® systems have always combined simplicity and performance. The next generation of Netezza warehouse—Netezza Performance Server for IBM Cloud Pak® for Data—continues to improve the performance of the Netezza engine while retaining 100% compatibility with IBM® PureData® System for Analytics and its models TwinFin, Striper and Mako.

The advanced technology in Netezza Performance Server fuses data warehousing and in-database analytics into a scalable, high-performance, massively parallel advanced analytic system that is designed to crunch through petabyte-scale data volumes with linear performance scalability. On the IBM Cloud Pak for Data platform, Netezza Performance Server benefits from a containerized “any cloud” architecture and full integration with other IBM solutions for business intelligence, DataOps, machine learning and AI.

As a modern, performant data warehouse, Netezza Performance Server is the best version of Netezza available today, as well as the best option to avoid any lapse in support for your existing Netezza workloads.
Upgrading to the newest version of Netezza is simple. Netezza Performance Server is cloud-native and 100% compatible with IBM® PureData® System for Analytics and its earlier models TwinFin, Striper and Mako. That means you can upgrade via a single command. Whether you choose to run on a public cloud or a hyper-converged system behind your own firewall, Netezza Performance Server offers the performance and simplicity you have always come to expect.

Netezza Performance Server offers:

- The ability to seamlessly upgrade with a single command: `nz_migrate`. Point your existing applications to the new Netezza server and they will work exactly as they did before.
- An optional two-step “lift and shift” option for moving from on-premises to the cloud: `nzbackup` your appliance to IBM Cloud® Object Storage, AWS S3 or Microsoft Azure, then `nzrestore` into your cloud data warehouse.
- Business continuity as older models go out of support. Striper ended support in June 2020 and Mako will follow in 2023.
Innovative and fast deployment with cloud-native containers on Red Hat OpenShift

With Netezza integrated into IBM Cloud Pak for Data platform, running on Red Hat® OpenShift® Container Platform (see Figure 1), you gain better access to—and value from—all your data. For example, built-in data virtualization means you can treat many databases as one, querying any data source, anywhere. And powerful integrated capabilities such as IBM® DataStage® (for DataOps), IBM Cognos® Analytics (for business analytics) and IBM Watson® Knowledge Studio (for machine learning) help you infuse AI through your entire data analytics pipeline. The result is an intelligent, integrated view of all your data, no matter where it resides. You can more easily operationalize real-time analytic insight and make it available throughout your enterprise.

**Advantages:**

- **Microservices that run anywhere**
  Microservices can run on the cloud or hardware of your choice, including clouds from other providers. You can also easily run a hybrid cloud environment if you need different infrastructures for different data.

- **A robust and flexible information architecture**
  Data within IBM Cloud Pak for Data is pre-governed to help with data accuracy, organization, high availability and resiliency. Failure of a processing node or any element in the system causes no significant performance degradation. The integrated platform delivers not only a complete AI-ready architecture, but also flexibility to grow and scale as needed.

- **Unified data**
  A unified platform makes all of your data available for analysis and AI, solving more business problems while saving costs that would have gone towards data migration. Furthermore, a unified interface makes it easier for employees to build skills and then retain the value of them for future AI projects even if they move to a different role.

1. **Services ecosystem:**
   Access and deploy an ecosystem of over 45 analytics services and templates from IBM and third parties.

2. **Data virtualization:**
   Quickly query across multiple data sources without moving your data.

3. **Platform interface:**
   Integrate data management, data governance and analysis for greater speed, efficiency and improved use of resources.

4. **Red Hat® OpenShift®:**
   Build on the leading hybrid cloud, enterprise container platform.

5. **Any cloud:**
   Leverage a multicloud infrastructure.
High-performance Netezza with 5 key characteristics

Smarts
- In-database analytic tools and functions enable data mining, statistics, predictions, transformations, geospatial analytics and data preparation.
- Analytical infrastructure and extensive libraries of statistical and mathematical functions support a breadth of analytic tools and programming languages, including open-source R.
- Data science and AI tools enable data scientists to build, iterate and execute models from relevant enterprise data.

Scalability
- Hyper-converged option combines storage, compute, networking and software to reduce complexity and increase scalability in a single system.
- Netezza Performance Server requires minimal human intervention to provision, scale and maintain.
- Independent scaling of storage and compute through the REST API helps meet peak demand or save money when demand falls.

Simplicity
- Upgrade with one command: nz_migrate.
- Fully integrated system does not require indexes to be defined and optimized, or storage to be manually administered. Install it and be ready for data load in just hours with minimal ongoing maintenance.
- One GUI access point helps you monitor system resources, administer database objects, configure workload management and view active sessions.

Speed
- Up to 3x SQL performance over previous generation systems.
- The unique asymmetric massively parallel processing architecture (AMPP) and patented hybrid columnar acceleration assist crunches through massive amounts of data quickly.
- Leverage state-of-the-art hardware technologies such as faster cores and highly performant NVMe drives while minimizing data movement, enabling analytics workloads that support thousands of users.

Savings
- The total cost of ownership (TCO) for IBM Cloud Pak for Data System storage could be ¼ the TCO of public cloud storage.
- Netezza Performance Server requires minimal ongoing maintenance, which in turn cuts down internal resources and implementation for a low TCO.
You can deploy Netezza Performance Server on IBM Cloud Pak for Data (cloud-based), IBM Cloud Pak for Data System (hyper-converged), or both. The options are fully compatible with one another, and either can offer an economical and practical solution for your data warehousing and analytics requirements. There are many benefits that are common to both deployment models.

**Benefits**

- Because the containers are based on Kubernetes and Red Hat OpenShift, you can easily move them between private and public clouds as needed—including clouds from other providers such as AWS.
- Built-in containerized microservices that are independent of each other allow you to deploy multiple services—whether related or not—depending on your needs and resources.
- Compatibility and data virtualization allow you to place your data and run workloads where it is most advantageous. Furthermore, there are no ETL or migration costs when the data is needed elsewhere.
- Netezza simplicity and user-friendliness mean that a single user can undertake self-service data access, dynamic workload management and queries of virtually any archived data.

**Benefits of using Netezza on a hyper-converged system**

- Pre-configured appliances require less time and complexity with integrated hardware and software.
- Appliances are tuned and tested in advance. Instead of focusing on hardware, your team can focus on the system capabilities.
- Combine the flexibility of the cloud with the security protocols of your own data center.

**Benefits of using Netezza on the cloud**

- Scale compute and storage independently—and infinitely.
- Pay only for what you use.
- Simple interface: scale by dragging a slider.
Is Netezza going away?  
No. The Twinfin, Striper and Mako models will no longer be supported, but Netezza Performance Server carries forward the Netezza legacy with 100% compatibility and added benefits.

Does IBM help with migration and modernization of my data analytics platform?  
Yes, IBM Expert Labs can help, but most clients find it easy to migrate themselves due to the 100% compatibility—all it takes is the nz_migrate command.

Will the data integration and business intelligence (BI) tools that I use today still work with Netezza Performance Server?  
Yes. The drivers used in the previous generation of Netezza products will be compatible with Netezza Performance Server. Any best-of-breed BI or analytic tool with standard interfaces can connect to and run against Netezza data.

How does Netezza Performance Server compare to competitors?  
A recent study from Cabot Partners analysts showed that Netezza Performance Server outpaced competitors in key areas such as modernization, infrastructure, enterprise readiness, data management and analytics. This led Cabot to conclude that “NPS which includes IBM Cloud Pak for Data System is outperforming competitors and fast-tracking the delivery of client value in their advanced analytics and AI journey.” The full study is available here.

How can Netezza benefit data scientists?  
When you buy Netezza you get Cloud Pak for Data VPCs that you can use towards Data Science and Watson Studio, enabling your data scientists to quickly create, train and deploy in-database machine learning models. Using cognitive machine learning, Netezza provides your data scientists with in-database analytics, enabling them to collaborate inside one unified platform. Embedded Spark and support for Python and R enable rapid and sophisticated adoption of data science and machine learning at scale.

Is Netezza secure and resilient?  
Yes. Built-in automation and auto-recovery (available on both IBM Cloud and Amazon Web Services) provides a highly available and fault-tolerant Netezza deployment with minimal human intervention, ensuring your data warehouse can run 24x7x365. Backups can also be scheduled at your convenience and kept in object stores as well as replicated to multiple availability zones. In addition, the NVMe drives in IBM Cloud Pak for Data System are self-encrypting drives (SEDs) that can be turned on or off based upon user requirements.

How do I migrate my current Netezza system to the public cloud?  
To migrate data from IBM PureData® System for Analytics to Netezza on Cloud, use the backup and restore method, or the nz_migrate command. Visit the IBM Knowledge Center for more information on both of these methods.

Note: To migrate or connect to Netezza on Cloud from Mako, make sure you are on version 7.2.1.9 P1 or lower.
Whether you're using Netezza already or looking to add Netezza to your architecture for the first time, you owe it to yourself and your users to be on the best version of Netezza available: Netezza Performance Server. Fortunately, upgrading to Netezza Performance Server is easy and can actually save you money. Contact your IBM representative to get started or learn more at the links below.

Get started

See our demos

to learn how you can easily migrate to Netezza Performance Server.

Watch now

Read this analyst report
to see why Netezza Performance Server has a better total value of ownership (TVO) than competitors’ offerings.

Download now

Schedule a free one-on-one consultation
with a Netezza expert to get your questions answered directly.

Ask an expert